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I. INTRODUCTION (PREP QUESTIONS) 

 Tell students Manfish: A Story of Jacques Cousteau is a biography, a true story written by an author about 
the life of a real person who somehow made a difference in our world during history.  Ask students to infer 
what the significance of Jacque’s contributions to our world might have been, based on the title and the 
cover of the book.  Ask them to predict the significance of Manfish. 

 
II.   INTEGRATIVE STRATEGIES 

POST READING DISCUSSION: 

 Ask students if they have ever been to the beach by show of hands. 
 

 Why do you think that Jacques is called Manfish?  
 

 Refer to pp. 8-9. It says, “And he was fascinated by machines.” Help students define what fascinated 
means by using the context clues. Ask students: what do you think fascinated means? Why? 

 

 Reread p. 8. It says that Jacques “studied blueprints and built a model of a crane that was as tall as he 
was, and actually worked.” What do you think blueprints are? Who might use them? Why? 

 

 Why do you think it was so important for Jacques Cousteau to speak to presidents, kings, and queens 
after seeing that our oceans were becoming polluted? What was he trying to do? 

 

 Refer to p. 27. Who did Jacques think would be the most important care takers of our oceans and our 
planet? Why you think he thought this? 

 

 What do you think was the author’s message to the reader?  What did she want us to think about? 
 

III. VIDEO TO SHARE WITH TEACHER: 
 HTTPS://WWW.YOUTUBE.COM/WATCH?V=-ZONMQZG0GQ 

 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OELqoc7Wqr8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-ZonmQZG0GQ

